
Year Group: 

Year 3

2022-2023

Term: Autumn Term 1

Teachers: Mrs Mirza,  Miss Green, Miss 

Pile and Mr Facey

Learning Values:             

Nurtured, harmonious, cooperative learning and 

Independent

Science - Animals including Humans

Science: How does our lifestyle impact our health? 

We will revisit our work on wellbeing in Year 2. 

Our focus includes: healthy eating and the classifying of 

food types into groups; exploring 

bones/skeletons/organs); Identifying and observing how 

muscles work.

 Children will understand the function of a skeleton: 

support, protect. Why do we exercise? How does food 

affect our bodies and minds? Can I recognise 

characteristics shared by animals including humans? What 

if all animals were the same?   

Extended Writing:

Setting description  Narrative (retelling of familiar story with their 

own characters and setting)  

Non fiction writing - instruction texts

English: 

We will be starting the year with a focus on the 

the fundamentals of writing:  What is a sentence? 

What punctuation should I use? Accurate letter formation and 

joins.  What are the different word classes?

We will the build upon sentence types to ensure writing style 

can be varied: BAB sentences (but, and, because as a 

conjunction) 

2A sentences (The small, terrified mouse scuttled away from 

the fierce, angry lion.) 

Noun, Who sentences (The mouse, who was tiny, scuttle away 

quickly.) 

BOBS sentences (but, or, because, so as a conjunction.) 

Writing based on “Stone Age Boy”and ‘How to Wash a 

Woolly Mammoth’. 

Planning (Story pegs) Paragraphs Dialogue 

Setting/Character description 

Drama techniques: Conscience alley, Hot seating 

Unicef Link Article 3—

The best interests of the child

should be top priority How do these 

characters, and their actions impact each others well-being?

Maths : 

 Can I recognise the properties of numbers to add and 

subtract?

 We will be looking at place value, (H,T,O) We will be 

practising our Addition/Subtraction, with the goal of moving 

on to column addition/subtraction throughout the year. 

Can I recognise shapes and their properties? 

We will be investigating and learning about properties of 

shapes. 

Can I confidently use my knowledge of multiplication, division 

and fractions to solve problems? 

We will be focusing on our multiplication and division skills. 

We will be learning more about fractions, and how to find 

fractions of numbers and shapes.

Can I explain the properties of mass? We will be learning 

what mass is and investigating

SMSC:   S.M.S.C. Emotional: to ensure a smooth 

transition from Y2 to Y3 Values: Democracy and 

Tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs 

Vocabulary Check Nutrition, nutrients, 

carbohydrates, sugars, protein, vitamins, 

minerals, fibre, fat, water, skeleton, ones, 

muscles, support, protect, move, skull, ribs, 

spine, muscles, joints 



History: Changes in Britain from the  Stone Age to Iron Age

Children will introduced to the idea that people have been living in 

Britain for a very long time and will place this period on a timeline. 

They will learn about the changes that occurred between

the middle Stone Age (Mesolithic Times) to the Iron Age – 

a period of over 10,000 years! Pupils will be encouraged to

 recognise the continuities too. For example there is very 

little change in houses, house-building or settlement size, 

until well into the Iron Age.

1. What was ‘new’ about the New Stone Age?

2. Which was better, bronze or iron?

3. If you were Julius Caesar, would you have

invaded Britain in 55BC?

4. When do you think it was  better to live – Stone

Age, Bronze Age or Iron  Age?                      

 5. What is the legacy?

     R.E.

We will be focusing on signs and symbols that 

appear in different religions. 

What is the significance of these symbols? 

What religious symbols were used in the Stone 

Age? 

How are they different /the

 same to those used today? 

PE— Real PE 

We will be focusing on key skills and introducing these skills into 

games. e.g. throwing/ catching/ communication. We will also have 

the chance to work on some elements of dance. Can I use positive 

words when someone does well? Can I listen and support others.

Article 31 Every child has the right to relax, 

play and take part in a wide range of cultural 

and artistic activities.

Computing -Digital Literacy

Computing: Creating a simple animation. 

Understanding searches and reliable sources of 

information. What have you learnt today that 

you didn’t know before? How could you keep safe 

when using www?

Art: Exploring Stone Age art :  Cave paintings                        

Sketches of Stone Circles.  

What positive effects do our family relationships have on us?  

We will be portraying families and relationships   through art.  

To  observe and draw shape and lines with purpose to create a 

2D drawing.       

Drawing with pencil/pens/charcoal and exploring a variety of 

mark making techniques and begin

 to explore ‘hatching. ’

How can I improve  my technique?Which material would   work best?  

How can I portray colour and texture between the subjects?           Article 

15 and 31

Y3’s Big Question:  How has the Stone Age influenced Britain                                    Immersion Visit to the Natural History Museum

Spanish: MFL 
Learn topic related phonics (using rhyme and actions); new 

vocabulary to express feelings;  numbers 20-31.

Grammar:  Introduce verb ‘tener’ in 1st (tengo) & 2nd (tienes) person

Revise days, months, weather; greetings and introductions (Y2); 

numbers 0-20 and colours. 

Article 29 Education must develop every child’s personality, talents and abilities to the full. It must 

encourage the child’s respect for human rights, as well as respect for their parents, their own and 

other cultures, and the environment.

Music: What if all animals were the same?

 We sing songs with theme of animals. 

We listen to music connected to animals ( 

SaintSaens ‘Carnival) We compose/ improvise 

music to represent an animal. 

We explore PITCH as a topic and begin to use 

standard notation. Music and instruments of the 

stone age maybe interesting too.

PSHE 

P.S.H.E. We will be learning about targets and discussing our 

class/school rules. We will have a focus on friendship, especially as 

the children will have to work with different people than in Y2. 

Article 2 and 15

Establishing healthy learning environment. Class CharterNES 

Learning Values and RE Cover Articles 2, 15 and 31


